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“

EFFECT OF INTENSE SOUND WAVES ON AsSTATIONARY GAS FLAME*

~ H. Hshnemann and

SUMMARY

L. Ehret

With the help of a new kind of sound generator, intense sound
vibrations were imparted to a stationary propane-air flame issuing from
a nozzle. In addition to a slight increase of the flsme velocity, a
fundamental chsnge both in the shape of the burning zone and in the
flow pattern could be observed. This was explained as a transition at
the nozzle from jet flow to potential flow.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cylinder charge of an otto cycle engine burns while the gas-air -
mixture is in strongly turbulent motion. This turbulence, produced by
the suction process, increases the burning velocity consideratelysnd
makes the operation of high-speed engines possible. When the engine
knocks, there appear, in addition, pronounced local pressure differences
in the cylinder. These produce sound waves of great amplitude which are
reflected many times by the walls and reverberate through the mixture.
As”these waves also affect the combustion cycle, whether produced directly
by the periodic pressure changes or indirectly by the turbulence due to
reflection, the following investigations on the effect of sound waves on
burning gas flames were carried out.

The sensitivity of gas flames for weak sound waves is a well-known
phenomenon. R. K&ig (reference 1) has used this property in the flame
capsule named after him for the indication of sound waves, and it is still
being used as a sound indicator, especially in demonstrations.

In all these cases, the flame responds to changes in speed of the
gas stream caused by the weak sound waves so that Zickendraht (reference 2) “

*!!~er den Einfluss starker Schallwellen auf eine Gasflamme.”

Zeitschrift ftirTechnische Physik Nr. 10-12, 1943, pp. 228-242.
m
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denotes it directly as a speed receiver in the acmx!tic sense. Moreover,
at sounds of high intensity, the reflections from solid walls introduce
additional motions in the gas which have an effect on the combustion
similar to the turbulent fluctuations (here designated as natural
turbulence) produced at supercritical Reynolds nuubers in the flow by “
amplification of the inevitable disturbances‘containedin the bound-
layers. The effect of the natural turbulence on stationa~ gas flame
was first investigated in detail by Damk6hler (reference”3).

According to this, the turbulence changes the shape:of the flame
(the sharply defined bell-shaped burning surface over the burner pipe
in lsmhar flow changes into a diffuse ltbolt-shape~ll form) and increases

the flame speed considerably. H. Mache (reference 4) later investigated
the behavior of a stationary flame burning over a vertic=l pipe in the
transitional zone between laminar and turbulent flow.

A simple case, thoroughly investigated experimentally and theo-
retically, is the stationary gas flame burning from a cooled nozzle. It
already had been repeatedly suggested, for instance, by
A. N. J. van de Poll and Westerdijk (reference ~) and H. “Macheand
A. Hebra (reference 6), that the simple burner tube be replaced by a
nozzle for accurate measurements. On a nozzle, the constqnt velocity
profile over practically the whole throat insures clean and simple
hydrodynamic conditions. Also the cooling of the nozzle Ehould prevent
disturbed boundary conditions caused by preheating of the-gas flow.
When sucha nozzle is supplied with a clean flow from the mixture
container, a well-defined, laminar flame cone naturally develops above
it.

Because of these conditions, the nozzle burner flame>ppesrs well
suitable, also, for investigating the effects of intense sounds on the
flame. The following discussion represents a first contribution in
this direction.

II. TEST APPARATUS AND PROOED&

The investigation was carried out with ”mixturesof commerical
propane and compressed air. The experimental setup consisted of five
main parts. The gas and air consumption and the composition of the
mixture were determined with gas meters on the principle of flow
capillaries. With the device termed “Flame Chamber,” a quietly burning,
well-defined nozzle flame was produced, to which could be conveyed the
intense sound froma sound generator. The frequ=ficyof this sound was
read on a frequency meter. The sound amplitude w~s measured at the sound
source with a special amplitude meter. The sound intensity_at the source
was thus defined by the frequency and amplitude.

.—
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1. Production of Mixture and Quantitative fieasurements

The setup for producing the titure and measuring the consumption
is represented diagrammatically in figure 1. The compressed air and the
propane were taken from commercial gas bottles a and b. The volme of
compressed air was regulated rough~ with a reducing valve c and then
finely adjusted with a Hofer angle valve d of 2-millimeter maximum
inside width. For the fine adjustment of the propane volume, a Hofer
angle valve e of 2-millimeter opening was attached &.rect to the pro-
pane bottle. From these needlevalves d and e, the gases passed over
the steadying flasks f of 3-liter content to the flow manometers h,
before which, at the U tubes g, the static high pressure relative to
the free atmosphere was read in millimeters water column pressure. Since,
according to preliminary tests, the gas in the steadying flasks f
practically assumes room temperature, no special.measurements of the gas
temperature were necessary. The pressure gages h for measuring the
flow volume consisted of one capillary each. The pressure drop along the
capillaries was read on U manometers in millimeters water column pree-
sure. The capillary for the compressed air was 1.5 millimeters in diameter
and 76 millimeters in length; that for propane, 0.%’ millimeters in dia-
meter and’78 millimeters in length. Each reading on the four U-tube
manometers in each test was accompanied by a record of the room tempera-
ture and the barometric pressure.

It should be borne in mind when working with flow capillaries that
the reading of these instruments is, under certain c-onditions,dependent
upon the temperature as well as the pressure. Postulating laminar flow,

(
that is, Reynolds numbers Re below 2300 Re = ‘$’ with E =-averaged

speed, d = capillary diameter, ~ = ~ = kinematic viscosity, q = coef-

ficient of viscosity, p = density) the pressure drop Ap in a capillary

of length t is according to Pois&i.llels law

(1)

with V denoting the gas volume in unit the at average pressure in the
capillary. Since the viscosity coefficient q is practically unaffected

~ therefore varies only a little with theby the pressure, the ratio ~,

temperature. To illustrate:’ for a mean room temperature of 200 C, ~

varies, at most, tLY1.4 percent when the temperature fluctuates by i~” C.
But in equation (1), it is assumed that the capillsry length Z is very
great with respect to the entrance length la. When the inlet accelera-
tions are not negligible, equation.(1) can be rewritten as

.- .-,—.
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(2)

where a is a numerical factor. At constant.flow volume V is then
also dependent”on Ap, since the density p appears, h=nce is then also
somewhat dependent on the pressure.

.

Introducing for the inlet length the”expression

4Pla X0.029 dRe = 0.029 --V
nrj (3)

-..—.
“

.— .
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—

the requirements

●

?>>2.5 V(m) and d >4 x 10-2 V(nqL) (4)

‘p is to befollow immediately from equation (3) (V in cm3/see), when ~

unaffected by the pressure, as, for example, for air of 20° C and 76o mm Hg.
Consequently, the indication of.flmi capil@ries of sensible length is
practically independent of &he pressure, provided the rate of flow is
very small (less thm 10 cm~/sec.).

The conditions are even worse when the Reynolds number in the relation

s

v. ~ndvRe
4

exceeds the critical value 2300. For in that instance

.
.

.

.(5) -. -- ~~_

—.. .
. . ~-

(6) “ -

even without allowance for the inlet processes and the transitional
complications to full turbulence. So, if the flow volume is kept constant,
no pressure relationship with the capillary indication Ap is at all -
possible in turbulent flow. In practice, Ap is usually specified as

*

function of the normal volume rather than as function of the:flow volume -
V. According to the cited equations, it cannot be represented by a 9
uniform calibration curve.

—
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For this reason, the pressure decreases Ap, the static high-pressure
upstream from the capillaries, the room temperature, and barometric pres-
sure were recorded for each flame test first, fid then, after termination
of the principal tests, the corresponding volumes per second were deter-
mined by collection in a pneumatic tank, the water of which was raised to
room temperature. As it would take too much time to adjust all theoret-
ical values of a principal test exactly and to wait for the correct
barometric pressure, closely approximating values between the ideal values
were simply interpolated. From each of the thus-defined flow volumes VI
per second, the consumption of the normal volume Vn “per second at
76o mmHg andOO C of the individual components of the corresponding
principal tests was determined by the formula

b. - e 273V
Vn =

mTl (7)
where b. represents the barometric pressure in mm Hg and e the satu-
ration pressure of the water vapor in mm Hg at room temperature T in
degrees K. These values Vn were used for computing the flame speed
and the percent composition of the gas mixture.

The problem of ambiguity between pressure+irop reading and flow
volume in capill~ flow meters was purposely explored a little deeper
because too little attention is paid to these things, as a rule, in gas
laboratories; hence, too much accuracy is ascribed to the test data.

2. The Flame Chamber

After passing through the capillary flow meters, the compressed air
and propane were combined and conveyed through a copper coil 3 meters
long and 4 millimeters ,insidediameter to the actual combustion apparatus.
The coil served as a tier and-also as an elastic connecting link for
lifting the flame chamber off the support base. The whole apparatus,
termed flame chamber’for short, is shown in figure 2.

The mixture passed from the mixing coil through the inlet opening a
into the outer cylindrical space b of the flame chamber into whose upper
part an annular diaphragm c which was to make the gas flow irrotational
as much as possible left an open slit of about O.1.millimeter. The mix-
ture reached the inner cylinder chamber f of 6&milltieter diameter
and 30-centimeter height through 10 holes of lo-millimeter diameter
each in the lower part of the inner cylinder d which were covered with
close mesh screens e to act as insurance against flashback, and passed
in the cotitercurrent upward toward the burner nozzle g of lo-millimeter
throat diameter. The nozzle g could be raised and lowered about 3.5
centimeters with the thread h, that is, about a half wave length of the
employed sound frequency, so that the sound chsmber up to the nozzle tip
could be tuned to acceptable acoustic conditions. The nozzle g was
worked into a massive iron cylinder i with large outer srea so that
the heat transferred from the flame to the nozzle body couldbe dissipated
as well as possible with minimum preheating of the mixture at the inner
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nozzle walls. The mixture left the nozzle through a short hole k
4 mimeters high and 10 millimeters in tiameter drflled in a cap piece;
The short edge on the end of the hole prevented precipitation of water
formed during combustion in the immediate vicinity of the combustion
zone. In some of the exposures, this cap attachment was omitted.

-..—

A square protective box Z of black lacquered sheet iron 21 cen,ti-~.
meters wide by 50 centimeters high was placed over the flame chamber as
protection against drafts. The box was fitted with two ~olished plate-
glass windows m for observation and photography. The flame, which was
frequently blown out by violent acoustic shocks, could be relit by a small
movable hot wire igniter n. A glass measuring scale o. situated next
to the flame was included in the photograph to define the size of the
flame. If necessary, the rod could be illuminated by a small shielded
spotlight.

Fifteen minutes were al-lowedfor the appsratus to come to equili-
brium before each fhue photograph. Preliminary experiments iq which the
change of the flame height after readjustment of the mixture composition
was followed up with a cathetometer indicated that this waiting period was
always sufficient for scavengtig and filling the chamber .titha new
mixture.

Flame photographs were made natural size, or slightly larger, on
6.5- by 9-centimeter plates. The camera ”hada 1:3.5 lens wi,tha 16.$centi-
meter focal length. Agfa-contrast or blue-hard film was used and expos-
ures were taken for 1/S to 1/10 second.

.—

The flame cones were enlarged 6 to 8 times with an enlarger, and the
flame surface was calculated from these enlargements according to the .
graphical process explained in figure3.

The axis a and the enveloping line b in-a cut through the
rotationally symmetrical flaie zone were finely subdivided with the same
unit de. Verticals to base line AC were @awn through the dividing
points of b; and parallel to AC, through the dividing po_@ts on axis a. ..
The points of intersection of the even+nunbered.rerticals“Andparallels
to AC yield a new cum-e c. The 2n time value from the planimetered ““
area ABC is, as is readily proved, the desired flame surface O. In ._
conjunction with the normal volume Vn according to equation (7) - the
subscripts L and P refer to the individual components,-compressed air
and propane - the percent contribution of propane to the normal volume of - -..
the mixture is

Xp = “1OovfivyvnJ%) (8)
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and the normal flame speed Wn referred to the normal volume is

Vfi + Vfl

‘n=~ (9)

The luminous zone on the negatives shows a certain thickness so that
outer and inner surfaces could be distinguished. According to the inves-
tigations by Hubner and KLa-~ens (reference 7), the image on the negative
gives only an approximate value of the true thickness of the luminous
zone; however, an outer and inner flame surface Oa and Oi, corresponding
to these boundaries. can be defined and, when these values are introduced
in equation
identified.
viewpoints,

(9), an-upper anda lower fh speed wna and wni canbe
The graphical evaluation of a photograph, according to these
is shown in figure 4.

3. The Sound Generator

The flame chsmber described in the foregoing was mounted gas tight
by a flange on the frame of the sound generator, shon in figure ~, so
that the bottom of the chamber opposite to the burner nozzle.was formed
by a diaphragm which served as a sound source. The complete sound.trans-
mitting setup was discussed in a previous report (reference 8)(called
therein ~~Aerodynamicplate vibratorl~)and, therefore, its mode of
operation will be described only briefly.

A jet of compressed air flows through a nozzle a with llsuper-
criticalllpressure ratio. A stationary flow is formed in this jet in
which regions of supersonic and subsonic speed alternate along the jet
axis. In consequence, if a pitot tube were moved along the axis, it
would indicate a wave-~aped pressure profile. Now, when the compressed-
air nozzle a (of l&millimeter nozzle diameter) is set at such distance
from the small cylinder b (D-mm inner dismeter and 14.2 mm long in the
present case) that the opening of b lies in a region of rising pitot
pressure, then b acts as a-resonator and the previously stationary
flow becomes nonstationary. The extraordinarily severe sound oscilla-
tions discovered by J. Hzrtmann (reference 9) are originated in the
resonator, and their frequency is governed essentially by the dimensions
of the resonator. The frequency used in the present case was 5000 cycles
per second.

The employed plate vibrator utilized the intense pressure fluctua-
tions (order of magnitude of several atmospheres) at the base of the
resonator, in which this base was itself replaced by a diaphragm.‘This
diaphragm, made of IIElektron!f,was 1.8 millimeters thick and 60 millimeters
in diameter with a resonant frequency of 5000 cycles per second. It was
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fastened.in the flange d and spaced 0.45 ~llimeters from the.resonator
end to allow for vibration. The flame chamber was fastened to this. The *

resonator fluctuations activated the diaphragm and were reflected into ,
the flame chamber and conducted to the flame. The amplitude of the-dia-
phragm vibrations could be valriedover a wide range by changing the
compressed-air pressure and the distance between the resonator and the
compressed-air nozzle, but the frequency could be varied only slightly.

4. Amplitude and Frequency Measurements
..

.-

A measure of the size of the sound waves arriving at the flame zone
was necessary because the various effects could be dependent on the
intensity. The safest, but also the most difficult, w- was to take
these measurementswhile the flame was being affected by the sound. An– -.
electrical circuit shown in figure 6 shows the answer to this problem.

7-~..
The condenser Cx consists of the electrically insulated resonatog

holder e of the plate-vibrator, and the diaphragm gro-mded”to the ‘“ “------””
clamping frame d (see fig. ~) v~ies its capacitance in rhythm with *
the vibrations of the diaphragm. This condenser Cx is grounded through
a 90aegohm resistor to the 10&volt direct-urrent battery E. The
resistor RI was timed so that the charged condenser Cx with the -.
batteqy disconnected could discharge only 1 percent in the vibration
period.of 1/5000 second.”

- ---

The changes in the capacitance due to the diaphra~” oscillations ‘-”
thus produce an al.ternating-cvrrentvoltage ~n.the cQndenser which acts
over the 0.01 microfarad blocking condenser Cl on the gr$d of a type ~
AC2 Telefunken tube I. Tube I is adjusted to the center of its
characteristic curve with the grid voltage El, the grid leak R2.of
10 megohms, and the plate voltage battery Eaj”smd so amplifies the
alternating-currentvoltage which is carried t+hr~ughtransformer Tr to
the grid of a second Telefunken tube 11 of type AC2. The second tube II
is adjusted to the lower break of its characteristic curve with the-grid
voltage battery E2, potentiometer R3, and plate voltage Ea, and acts

--

as alternating-current rectifier. The ammeter A in the plate circuit,
the sensitivity of tiich is controlled by resistor R4, therefore indi-
cates the amplified alternating current voltage on the condenser Cx
and hence the amplitude of the diaphragm oscillations. .~he filament
voltage Eh for tube I and tube 11 was supplied W“high%apacity storage
batteries.

The above amplitude+neasuring device is called insi~ent A. A
second amplitude-measuring device, instrument B, which was available
from previous investigations and which will be described more closely ●

in a later publication, was used to calibrate apparatus A to absolute
values. The diaphragm vibrations were measured simultaneously with both “~
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A and B. For this purpose, apparatus B, which measured the variation
in capacity between the grounded vibrating diaphragm and the electrically
insulated key of a l/10@millimeter-length Qisl gage by a modulation
method, was mounted in the place usually occupied by the flsme chamber.
Instrument B, which, with nonvibrating diaphragm, was calibrated to
absolute values by varying the distance between diaphragm snd key, indi-
cated the deflection of the diaphragm center toward the side of the flame
chamber. According to estimated calculations, the difference of the
capacity, on the one hand, between the key of the dial gage and the
quiescent diaphragm and, on the other, between the key and the diaphragm
deflected during the vibration, was negligibly small for equal distance
between key and diaphragm. Similarly, the capacitive effect of the
damping mass of the diaphragm plays no part.

Owing to this property of the calibration, the solely interesting
amplitude toward the side of the flame chamber was alwsys ascertained
with instrument A even if the diaphragm vibrated asymmetrically about
tineequilibrium position. Incidentally, it is noted that static deflec-
tion of the diaphragm by the dynamic pressure of the compressed-air jet
acting on the resonator cylinder b (figure ~) was consistently negligible
with respect to the smsllest test values of diaphragm amplitudes.

Besides the amplitude, the frequency was also necessary for the
intensity calculations. For this purpose, the alternating--currentvoltage
at transformer Tr (fig. 6) was conducted according to figure 7 through
the bypass condenser C2 of 0.02 microfarad toward the control grid of
pentode III grounded through the leak R~, amplified, and carried through
the high-ohm resistor R6 on arrelectrode of a glow-discharge lamp G1.
The central electrode of this lamp was grounded end the voltage of a buzzer
calibrated to frequencies was connected to the third electrode at A2
through the resistor R7. When the two frequencies were the same, the
lamp went out.

The grid of pentode 111, to which the direct-current voltage E3 was
connected through resistor R.8,was short-circuited on the alternating
cllrrentside by the block condenser C3, The cathode was grounded through
resistor R9 and short-ircuited on the alternating-current side by
condenser C4. The direct-current voltage ~ was supplied to the anode
through resistor R1o. The filament voltage Eh was supplied by a storage
battery. All the resistors used in the described hookup were noninductive.

The proaedure for making a test is explained in the light of a test
record (table 1 and fig. 9).

First, instrument B was calibrated by the static method to absolute
values; then instrument A was calibrated with apparatus B with diaphragm
vibrating, the readings on bth instruments being correlated to the same
deflection f. The dashed curve ~ in figure 8 represents the dial gage
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calibration of instrument B; and the solid cxu%es, the corresponding
calibration of instrument for two values of test range,resistor R4
(wiring diagram of fig. 6). Following the calibration, the dial gage

‘ was replaced by the flame chamber and the gas mixture and flow velocity
were adjusted to the desired values at the two flow pressure.gages after”
the flame was ignited. The readings taken included,the~ressure differ–
ences Am and App at the flowmeters, the static pressure Ap8L and

Ap8p at the legs of the static pressure gage before the capillaries, the
—.

room temperature t, and the barometric pressure bo. Notes were also
made of the diaphragm through its characteristic value, identifying its
dimensions, the length Z of the inserted resonator cylinder, the
adjusted dist’ante b between resonator and static diap~agm, the charac-
teristic value,of the compressed air nozzle, and the tank pressure .po.
Upon completion of the heating-up period, the flame was subjected to
sound vibrations and photographed, the deflections i~ of ammeter A
(fig. 6) and i2 of the calibrated buzzer being read-when the glow-
disch=ge lamp GZ (fig. 7) went out. In most cases, the flame was
photographed with and without sound.

The inner and outer fzame surfaces were computed from’the flame
photographs, the diaphragm ~requency V read from the reading of the
buzzer corresponding to the reading of i2, the amplitude f of the
diaphragm vibration determined from the corresponding calibration curve
of instrument A as indicated, for example, in figure 8, with Ai = il - io
(il and i. = deflection of ammeter for vibrating and static diaphragm,
respectively). The gas volume reduced to normsl state was taken from
the calibration curves of the two flow pressure gages corresponding to
the particular test and subsequently under about the same conditions and
the mixture composition and the outer and inner normal flaiwespeed Wna
ad wni computed by equations (8) and (9).

The sound ener~ J radiated
diameter (0 =tl@mm) into the gas
as

2F
J=$(mf) ~

.—
.

4

.
.-

.

-.

.——
.

from a diapti-agmof 60-milltieter
mixture can be calcula~ed (reference 8)” “-

113
lo Pc (vf?02=— (10)

where p is the density of the gas mixture, c, the speed-of sound in
the gas, u = 2TIV, the frequency, and F, the area of the diaphragm.

--

When it is assumed that there is no perceptible loss of sound energy
between the diaphragm and the end section of the nozzle, the intensity Jo
in the end section of the burner nozzle of D = 10 mm diameter is, therefore,

m

(11)

F
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With the approximate values p = 1.25 x 10-3 gm/cm3 and c = 3.4 x 104 cm/sec
● as well as the given values for DandO

Jo = 6.o4x 10~ (vf)2[watt/cm~ (ha)

where v is in cycles per second and f in centimeters.
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III. RESULTS OF TESTS

1. Effect of Sound on Fl”m Speed

The measured flame speeds, determined as described above, are
plotted against the propane concentration Xp for the inner edge in

figure 10 and for the outer edge in figure I-1. In these figures, the
hollow cticles with the solid average curves refer to the flame speeds
without sound; all other signs refer to those with sound. The sound
frequency varied only between Y= 427o and 4840 cycles per second,
while the amplitude of vibration of the diaphragm f was varied from
0.01 mm to 0.23 mm. The apparatus could deliver still higher amplitudes
(to f= 0.30 ma) which corresponds to an intensity of 12.5 watts per
centimeter in the burner nozzle, but at such sound intensities, the flame
was immediately extinguished snd could not be relit under any circm
stances. Even with amplitudes between f = 0.1S millimeter and 0.23
millimeter, measurable flame pictures were obtatied only with gtieat
difficulty, and only h the immediate vicini~ of the propane concentra-
tion corresponding to maximum flame speed.

Figures 10 and 11 individually show the following: The maximal
flame speed (referred to the inner surface) of the flame without sound
appeared at a propane concentration of XP = 4.4 percent, hence, a some-
what higher value than the stoichiometric proportion of xp = 4.04 pep
cent, and reached a maximum v~ue of wfiu = bl,centimeters per second,
while the maxhum flame speed of a propane-air mixture burning from a
tube is only 32 centimeters per second, according to H. Briickner(refer-
ence 10). This increase of the flame speed, by 28 percent of the tube
value, is attributable to the effect of the burner nozzle and was, to a
lesser extent, observed also by H. Mache and A. Hebra (reference 6).
While these two authors were not able to obtain nozzle~urning cones with
excess air, the present writers, using the same size (10 mm) nozzle were
able to obtain very beautiful photographs.of burning cones with up to
97 percent air, that is, up to an air proportion X = 1.01. From air
proportion X = 1.005 on, corresponding to 3.5 percent by volume propane
in the mixture, the flane tended very much to lift off. On the rich side,
measurements were made up to about 7 percent propane. For higher values,
the cone was not closed enough in the center for practical evaluation.

A completely analogous course was exhibited by the flame speed
related to the outer surface with a maximum value of wnau = 36.6 CII1/S~C.

The difference, wni - wna, is much greater on the lean side than on the
rich side.

No smooth curve can be plotted through the test points of the flames
with sound. The points scatter considerably with no definite trend due
to intensity being noticeable. In genersl, however, the flame speed was
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increased and the maximum shifted from a proyane concentration of
xp = 4.4 percent to xp = 5.2 percent.

The highest flame speeds appear with relatively weak intensities
(f = 0.03 llmltO 0.07 mm); wnimu increases from 41 cm per second to &9 cm

second (equal to about 0.1 watt/cm2), that is, about 20 percent; ‘nam
rises from 36.6 centimeters per second to 42 centimeters,per second,
that is, about 15 percent. The displacement”’ofthe maximum”toward
seemingly higher propane concentrations suggests that owing to false air
supply (agitation effect of sound) to the btiing zone-by the sound, a
clear correlation to the propane concentration is no longer possible. It
would also explain the marked scattering of the test values. The assump-
tion that the highest flame speed with sound appears at.b..hpercent pro-
pane mixture would mean that the measurable air quantity conveyed into
the burning zone by the ponderomotive effects,of the sound, at the given
relatively weak sound intensities, increases-the llfalseairllby about
22 percent. Since the amount of false air, that is, the agitating effect
of the sound$ obviously”wfll become greater with rising intensity, the
fact that, with very strong sound ,titensitieg,the flame is extinguished
and cannot be relit would be partly explaiged; therefore, in the following,
only apparent propane concentration and apparent flame speed will be
considered.

.—

.

.
.-

—
per

.

The flam~speed measurements show, first of sll, an increase in the
maximum flame speed and, secondly, a strong agitating effect through the
ponderomotive force effects of the sound. With the above assumption that
the greatest flame speed always appesrs at the same propane concentration,
the true maximum flame speed would be about 22 percent higher than the
apparent maximum flame speed.

.

2. Effect of Sound on the Shape of the Flame

While the sound vibrations raised the apparent maximal flame speed ..,—
only about 20 percenti,instead of an anticipated much higher percentage,
the shape of the burning zone was fundamentally changed. The burning zone
of the flame w“ithoutsound has the conical shape with straight sides and
rounded tip typical of a flame burning from a nozzle (fig. 12), and
adheres closely to the rim of the lknillimeter-diameter tube. There is
no perceptible change at small sound amplitude..(f = 0.01 mm) (about 0.012

watt/cm2), but, when the sound for constant apparent prop-aneconcentration
and flow volume through the nozzle is progressively increased, the burning
zone suddenly jumps somewhat beyond the burner rim at the ssme time that the
height of the cone becomes shorter, while the generating lines exhibit a
discontinuity (figs. 12b and 12c), which, with increasing intensity, moves -
c~nsistently closer to the burner rim. At the same time, the base diameter
of the burning zone gets wider and the height of the flame smaller

K.
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(figs. 12d to 12g). After passing through certain transitional stages
. with fluttering or a diffuse luminous upper part of the flatter zones

(figs. 12h to 12k), the burning zone finslly assumes a quietly burning
steel helmet-like shape (figs. 12(1) to 12(0)), which, however, can
degenerate into a very flat cup (fig. 12p). On f~her increasing the
sound intensity, the burning zone begins to flutter severely (fig, 12q),
to tear open at different points, and finally goes out altogether.
Reignition at this stage was, as previously mentioned, not possible.

As shown in the table preceding figure 12, the sound amplitude at which
the several developments occur is closely associated with the propane
concentration and the flow volume. At high excess of propane, for
example, only the base of the flame zone is fundamentally changed, before
the violently flickering flame goes out (fig. 12s). In the figures, 12f,
12g, 12r, and 12s, the flame is not located over a sharp rim, but on a
smooth wall. In these cases, the sound issuing through the base (of the
flame) is considerably greater and the steel helmet-like shape changes
tito a spherical cap (fig. 12r). Figure 12r was intentionally exposed
for a long time to indicate the course of the afterglow of the outer zone

‘9 vihilesound is being applied.

In the following, an attempt is made to explain the origin of the
. pecular shapes of the fla~ zone. On the whole, three different effects

act collectively; first, the flow field produced by the mass flow rate,
then the potential field of the sound, and, thirdly, the ponderomotive
effects of the sound (sounclradiation ~essure and sound”blast) which
increase with the sound intensity. The flow velocity in the nozzle throat
ranged between 40 and 220 centimeters per second during these,experiments.
The cleanest forms of the burning zone (figs. 12(1) to 12(0)) were obtained,
depending on the flow velocity,,at diaphragm a~litudes of f = 0.03 to
0.10 millimeters. At ~ frequency of .%100cycles per second, these values
correspond, according to equation (ha), to sound intensities of 0.136
watts per centtieter~ to 1.S1 watts per centimeter and

‘=+
2nvf of 253 to 8~, centimeters per second. The

in the nozzle throat are “therefore4 to 6 times as high
velocity.

sound velocities

sound velocities

as the flow

On assuming that the flow field represents only a smsll disturbance
in the potential field produced by the sound, when the velocity of sound
is a multiple of the flow velocity, the flow must adjust itself to the
potential field. The burning cone must, therefore, assume a shape near
to that which would occur h a stationary potentisl flow. Intermediate
shapes originate when sound velocity and flow velocity ere comparable.

. Since the nonaffected gas jet would be able to stay together relatively
well, while the sound velocity decreases sharply with the distance from
th+ nozzle, only the lower part of the burning cone is essentially

.
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affected (figs. 12b and 12c). Onto this reciprocal agtion between flow ““-
and sound fields, the sound blast is super@%sed, which, at small inten- ●

sities, obtiously plays only a subordinate part, but at ‘highintensities
predominates.

.—

For the realization of the quasi~tationary potential flow from the
nozzle, the following aerodynamic comparison can be applied. On initiating
a sudden motion in a fluid at rest, a potentisl flow sets in in the first
instance in which the fluid particles try to flow around existing corners
and curvatures; but the flow soon separates at the obstacles and the
so~alled ‘tstartingvorticesfrresult; so, w@en a previously stationary
flow is cut to pieces rhythmically, such as by a quick-closing slide valve,
for instance, the obstacles exhibit a series of starting vortices in
shilar rhythm. At stifici,entlyhigh frequency of the interrupter,.the
starting vortices follow one another so quickly that. they cannot develop
or separate, so that, on the whole, a potential flOW results. In tha
present case, the burner nozzle represents the obstacle and the vibrat~g
diaphragm the interrupter”.

After this physical interpretation of the origin Of the newburning .*
zone shapes, it remains to be proved that the burning Zbne actually
assumes the described shape in potential flow. Since the calculation of
such a three-dimensionalpot%ntial flow presents co~iderable difficulties, -
several flow measurements were made on electrical models, which are
described below.

3. Comparison of the Flame with Sound with the Potential

Flow from a Nozzle —.

In view of the similar construction of the differential equations
for potential flow and electric conduction, the potential flow can be
determined by measuring the valtage gradients in an electrolyte whose
boundary walls, parts of which serve”as electr~des, are”zatterned after
the desired flow field.

The experimental apparatus for measuring the potential field in the
electrolyte, which will be described in greater detail in a subsequent
report, consisted essentially of a massive frsge in ~ich a thick, well- ~~~-
leveled crystal glass pane of 1100-by ~OGmillimeter2 a~ea was pivotally
mounted. The boundaries of the contours of the desired flow field were
copied and cemented on the pane. Corresponding parts sefved as electrodes, __
and the chamber was filled with a mixture of tap water and distilled water. .
In this ~er, it succeeded.in investigating flat _f~eld~”(with the glass
plate horizontal) as well as axially symmetric-fields.(with the glass plate “
tilted). In the latter case, the glass plate was tilted approximately 10°,
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and so a wedge-shaped sector of the entire bow restited. Above the
glass plate, a carriage which carried an exploring electrode could be
moved around on rails and was easily adjustable to each point on the
electrolyte surface.

tiactly above the explor~ electrode was a movably-guided sting
which could be jerked upward by electromagnetic release. The whole
apparatus was covered with a drawing board with fastened paper so that
points could be marked by the point springing up. All metal parts of
the apparatus except those serving as electrodes were grounded.

.“
The electrical circuit for measuring the contours is shown in

figure 13. The current of a low-frequency transmitter of approximately
800 cycles per Second went partly through the parts el and e2 of the
contour serving as electrodes, and through the electrolyte, and partly
through the noninductive potentiometers, RI, R , and R2. A grounded

i!telephone receiver was hooked up between the exp oring electrode, e3,
extending in the electrolyte and the resistance R3. (Note: This was
a bridge circuit for setting up a given fraction of the voltage drop on
variable resistors, and fincj.ingthe same fraction on the electrolyte at
zero reading.)

To test the usefulness of this apparatus, and especially to test the
wedge arrangement, the potential flow through a shutter in a pipe was
investigated in the wedge arrangement end as a IIhalf-bodyproblem!’(half
of form symmetrical about axis of rotation), and also compared with the
level problem. A wooden trough 618.millimeters long and 278 millimeters
in diameter, coated with a O.$millimeter layer of ‘Ivinidur’ffoil to
prevent swelling, served as a half body. A semicticular pane of 3-

1 with ~1.~ mlll+meter diameter orifice wasmillimeter thick ‘lpertinaxll
cemented into the middle of tie trough. Semicircular panes of aluminum
foil on each end of the trough served as ~ectrodes. With this electrode
arrangement, the field measurements supplied also the equipotentisl lines
of the flow. For the level and the wedge problems, the principal measure-
ments were enlarged in the ratio 1.73 to 1. In the first case, two
pertinsx strips S millimeters thick and 50 m$ll@eters high, one of which
represented the axis of the flow, were stuck on the horizontal gl=s pane.
The wedge setup was achieved by a simple cross strut of pertinax. Trans-
verse foil on the ends of the two parallel strips served as electrodes.
The water was 47 millimeters deep. For the wedge problem, the pertinax
strip serving as axis was replaced by a thread fastened to the glass pane
with shellac, the glass pane-was tilted 10°, and the enclosure was filled
with water until the thread was reached everywhere by the water. The
results are represented in figure 14.

%rade name for a type of insulating material.
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In figure 14 part a represents the electrodes, parts b and c, the *
insulating pieces> and straight line d, the axis, The solid lines are
the equipotential lines of!the orifice flow for the wedge arrangement;
the dotiash lines, those for the hal-f-bo~”arrangement; and the dashed
lines, those for the level problem. The equal potential.difference to
the right and left of the orifice section between the electrodes and tie
exploring electrode was from time to time checked at ~.he potentiometers.
At the left hand, these steps, starting from orifice section as zero,
were recorded for the two rotationally symmetrical arrangements; on the
right hand, for the level prob,lem. The lines for wedge and half-body are
fairly close together, except for minor differences, so that only one
curve was drawn at many points. Measurements ~epeated several.tties ‘
disclosed no differences. Following these preparatory tests, the flow ..... .. .
in a geometrically similar model of the flame chamber nozzle was investi-
gated. The principal dimensions of the contour are shown in figure lg.
The axis was again represented by a thread. A quadrants arc of a circle
of six times the diameter of the nozzle served as electrode at the open
side of the nozzle. Herewith, it is assumed that, at this distance from
the nozzle throat, the equipotential lin,esare almost ti~rcular. This
assumption is well justified, since, at the plane parallel flow from a

P

slot in a flat wall (a case which is easily handled mathematically), the
maximum and minimum diameters of the equipotential lines at ~ and 7 slot- .
width distance from the slot end differ only by 1.6 percent and 0.72
percent from each other.

Figure 16 represents the measured potential field for this nozzle
model, each line showing the recorded potential step. As effected in
figure 1’7for two cases, the exactly measured burning zone in this
potential field of the enlarged flame photographs was transcribed on
sound-affected flame at the flat ”wall (heavy curves). At several points
of the burning zone,-and at right angles.to it, the solid arrow indicates
the flame-speed wn with opposite sense of direction. From the tips of..
the flow velocities represented by dashed arrows, a perpendicular was
dropped in flame speed direction. Accorct@g to claims made in,section 111,
2, the foot of the perpendicular should exactly coincidewith the tip
of the flame speed arrow.. In view of the previously described seconda~
effects of other disturbances contained in the chamber tiile photographing, ~-
as well as the inevitable minor drawing mistakes, the ag~eement as regards
the direction and amount of the speeds in sevgi_alcases is startling.
Thus, it is proved that the burning zone,

.—
under specified conditions,

assumes the sound velocity and the average flow velocity according to a
potential flow.

—
The arrow denoting the speed in figure 17 is obtaine~ as follows:

Tliestreamline section between-each two potential curves is practically .
rectilinear in the area under consideration. The difference of the - .-. -
Dotential steps between each two potential lines’divided 5y the length--of
this piece of the streamline gives a measure fo~the flow velocity between -=
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the two potential lines. Their directions indicated by the assumedly
rectilinear piece of streamline. The points, which are not in the exact
csnter betwe?m two potential lines, give the speed by interpolation. On
the axis, where flow and flame velocity are opposite, an optional value
Wn to which all other arrows are referred, was assumed.

Translated by:
Lily Levine
Robert S. Levine .
North American Aviation Corporation
and ‘
J. Vanier
Nationsl Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

.
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(a) Compressed-air flask (f) Steaclying flasks

(b) Propane flask @ Static pressure gage
(c) Pressure-relief valve (h) Flow capillaries

(dje) I+ofer-angle valve (i) WXingCoH

Figure 1.- Diagrammatic representationofmixing processo
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(1)Protective case
(m) Observationwindow

chatier (n)Hot-wire ignition

(o)Scale

Inlet orifioe (h) Threads for nozzle height adjustment
Outer cyIinder annular chanber (i) Nozzle body for heat removal
Annular diaphragm (k) Cylindrical hole with sharp rim
Inner cylinder
Wire screens
Iwr-cylinder
Burning nozzle

= .“

Figure 2.- Flame chamber.
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A c.
(a) Axis of flame cone (c) SurPace curve

(b)Contour line of flame cbne 27r xarea UC = surface

(ds) Iswth elemnt of flame cone

“Figure 3.- Explanationofflame surface.
.

.

.

Nozzle dinmeter 10 mm

Normal voltum?of mixture 79.0 cm3/sec
Composition: propane, 5.3 percent by voluue

air, S%.? percent by volum?
Amplitude of vibration f . 0.031 nunard frequency v . 4s40 cpa

Of 50Uti

ba outer burning surface Ca = curves relatirg to ba

1

for plani-
neterix

bi inner burning surface Ci = curvas relating tO bi (cf.curwe c,
fig. 3)

I-r fIam surface Fi = 3.49 cm2

&if- fla!m speed Wni = 22.6 cm/sec

Outer flame surface Fa = 3.98 c~

Mininnlmflmc swed Wm = 19.~ cm/9ec

Figure 4.- Sp~cimen flame surface determination of a flame with slight sound
vibrations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

d

—...

Compressed-air nozzle (e) Resonator holder, elec

Resonator insulated

Beaded diaphra~m of electron (f) Electrical insulatio~

Clamping body for diaphrag~ also

mounting flange for flare?chamber
●

.-

Figure 5.- The aerodynamic platevibrator.
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Condenser built up from dlaphra~ c and resonator holder e (fig. 5)

Blocking conieneer of 0.01 microfarad

Ohmic reeIe’tance,90 mgohrm

Grid resistance, 10 megotmm

Potentiometer, 10 kilohms

Reefitor for controlling sensitivity of ammeter li

I and II Sndlo tubee (Telefunken)T@ AC2

Th Transformer

‘h Filament voltagF for tubes I and .11

Ea Plate voltage for tubes I and II

E D-c. voltage for condenser C=

Els E2 Grid volta~ for tubes I and II
... .

FQure 6.- Wiring diagram ofamplitudemeter (instrument

0

AI 2

‘1 Connection for amplittuiermter traneformr

‘2 Connection for calibrated buzzer

‘2 Bridge condenser, 0.02 mlcrofarad

C3
Blocking condenser, 1.0 mlcrofarad

C4 Blocking cofieneer, 300 microfarade

~ Grid resistance, 0.5 mgohm

‘6 Output control resIetance, 20 kilo-

‘? Output control resI.etance,20 kllohms

‘8 Screen grid leak, 200 kilohns

~ Cathode grid leak, 1 kilohm

Rio Output control resistance, 50 kilohus

‘h Filament voltage

‘3
Shielded grid voltage

‘4 Plate voltage
Gt Glow-discharge lamp

Figure 7.- Electric hookup for frequemy

Tr (fig. 6)

measurement.

A).
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f = amplitude of’ vibrating diaphragm and distance of dial gage lever

from static diaphragm

T= indication of instrument B for static or vibrating diaphragm ‘. -

(scale divisions)
Ai = difference in instr~nt A readings ~or static and vibrating

diaphragm” —

‘4 =test range resistance
-.

Figure 8.- Explanationofdiaphragm ti-bration~plitudesetup.
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[a)

27

(b)

Figure 9.- Burningzone offlame withoutsound
example oftable

(a),and with sound (b)forthe
1.

.
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Figure lo.- Inner flame speed w ~ plotted

againstpropsnsconcentration~ without
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(e)
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(i)
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(r)

(k)

~

(0)

(1)

m........
(p)
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(d (s)

F@ure 12. - Effectofsound on shape of burning zone.
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I--al e. lixplori~ electrode
0

RI) ~ NOnitimtive lever
1000 ohms each

‘3
Nonimlm t Ive lever

~1 100 ohm each

T“ Telephom receiver
R3

rtiwetit with 10 6tages of

r!’n?oetat with 10 stages of

Figure13.- Electriccl?xtitformeasuringthefieldintheelectrolyte.

.

— Potential 1 Imss of wedge (a) Eleotrcdes

- — Of Ialf body (b,c) Ioaulatirqzpieces of th contour
——— or level pr~lcm (d) his of flow

Fi@’e 14.- Comparison ofequipotentiallinesofa diaphragmflcminlevelwedge-shaped or half-body
arrangement.
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Figure 16.- The fieldof@ential lhes inthemodel of@ flsmechamlxm nozzle.

(a) Electrodes

(b) Hard-rubber imulators of contour

(c) Axis of thread

a

II

-l%- 1

Figure 15.- Prhxipsldimensionsofcontoursofflamechamber nozzle.
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(a) Part

(b) A.xie

Potential lines

Burning zone

Flame speed

F1OW velocity

or nozzle boundary

of’flow

Figure 17. - Compsrison of burning zone of flame with sound with potentialflow.
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